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Episode 81: Curious How SLPs in Different Settings
Choose When to Say Goodbye?

This episode is an emotional one as we talk
about all things discharge!  Have you ever
been curious about how SLPs in a variety of
setting view when and how and who to
discharge? And what language do we use in
having these conversations!  Join us in this
episode of The Fishbowl Series!

Discussion & Reflection Questions
1. Ready to talk about discharges?
2. What about personal changes in our careers?
3. What are discharges like in a medical SLP

setting?
4. What are discharges like in a school setting?
5. Thoughts on what to do when a caregiver or

care partner is not on board?
6. How do those harder, “I’m discharging…”

conversations go and what do you say?
7. Why do kids sometimes stay on caseloads for

too long?
8. How do you continue to foster

communication, successful swallowing, and
confidence?

9. Are some of the emotions and feelings we
are going through when we discharge
normal?

Janet Tilstra, PhD, CCC-SLP
Associate Professor in Communication Sciences & Disorders at

St. Cloud State University

Janet Tilstra is a teacher, mentor, connector of people,
and fan of the arts. She
works as an Associate
professor in Communication
Sciences & Disorders at St
Cloud State University and
consults with schools and
community organizations to
facilitate strategic planning,
mentor teams in applied
research, and structure
important conversations.
Pre-2015, Janet practiced
clinically as a
speech-language
pathologist, served as a

Master Literacy Coach with Minnesota Reading Corps,
and taught in the departments of psychology and
education at the College of St Benedict. She loves
nuanced conversations, reading books with great
character development, kayaking, all things music, and
winning board games. Janet lives along the Mississippi
River in Minnesota with her husband and two cats. She
strives to think like a scientist, foster potential in others,
live a balanced life, and make the world a little bit better.

Janet’s Quote from the Conversation
“I just want to normalize some of the mixed feelings that
you may have. I mean, I think there may be some
second-guessing yourself or you know, both excitement
but also a little bit of that sense of loss or grief within
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yourself as a therapist…Just notice that you don't have to
change it or push it away, just observe that that's part of
what you're feeling. And that's okay, that's absolutely
normal.." - Janet Tilstra

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf, MS, CCC-SLP
School Speech-Language Pathologist

Katie is a speech-language pathologist who has worked in
both medical and educational settings for over 20 years.
She presently works with adolescents in a large suburban
high school. Katie is a past president of the Minnesota
Speech-Language-Hearing Association (MNSHA). She

has collaborated with the MN
Dept. of Education to expand
the understanding of oral
language as critical
neurodevelopmental
infrastructure for academic
achievement processes. She
is most passionate about
helping students develop their
language skills as a tool for
thought, wonderment,
questioning, and
curiosity…and of course
communication. When Katie is

not working with the students on her caseload, she is still
working with students to develop their communication and
self-expression as a high school forensics coach. Katie
enjoys great conversations and connections where one
loses a sense of time, fabulous dining experiences,
transcendent cups of coffee, and books that are so good
she negotiates with her alarm clock so that she might
finish just one more chapter.

Katie’s Quote from the Conversation
“I can talk about the ASHA code of ethics. But I also have
administrators and directors and teachers and other
people that are kind of weighing into that conversation. So
those are difficult conversations {regarding discharge
criterion} to have. But they're necessary. And I do think
that is part of our professional obligation."

- Katie Widestrom-Landgraf

Mattie Murrey Tegels, MA, CCC-SLP, L,
CPC, CLSC

Medical Speech-Language Pathologist and

Founder of Fresh SLP & Badass SLP

Mattie Murrey-Tegels is the founder and SLP behind
Fresh SLP, Badass SLP, and The Missing Link for SLPs
Podcast. She’s been “in-the-trenches” as a medical SLP
around the world for over 25 years and now an Assistant
Professor for 3 years. She is thrilled to be adding this
dream of a podcast because paying her experiences
forward is something she is very passionate about. If you
ask her patients and students, one thing they will
remember is how much she loves her job! She may not
look like it but she is a huge introvert and when she is not

actively working as an SLP,
she is almost always
reading, writing (writing
over 1,000,000 words a
year), or listening to
amazing Chicago Blues
bands. She also loves
being outdoors and
definitely enjoys soaking
up the sun at her home in
Minnesota, where warm
and sunny days can be
limited. She’s ridden

motorcycles for many years, raced sled dogs, hiked huge
mountains yet she cherishes the quiet moments of
climbing into a hammock to nap or timeless conversations
with friends and family. The Missing Link for SLPs podcast
and Fresh SLP is her legacy, giving back to a career that
has so richly rewarded her.

Mattie’s Quote from the Conversation
"AI cannot be the only one that tears up when she says
goodbye to people!"

- Mattie Murrey Tegels
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Keep the Conversation Going

Thank you for listening to The Missing Link for SLPs
podcast! If you enjoyed the show, I'd love you to
subscribe, rate it and leave a short review. Also,
please share an episode with a friend. Together we
can raise awareness and help more SLPs find and
connect those missing links to help them feel
confident in their patient care every step of the way.

Follow me on Instagram, join the Fresh SLP
community on Facebook or learn more at

FreshSLP.com or badassslp.com.

Let's make those connections. You got this!
Do you have a question you'd like answered on the show?
Interested in sharing your experience as an SLP with our

audience?
Send a message to Mattie@FreshSLP.com!

Not a substitute for a formal SLP education or medical advice for
patients/caregivers

Mattie Murrey  0:03

We're bringing in wisdom with what we talk about. We are not just teaching, like
standing in front of a class and lecturing, this is what you're gonna see this is you know
how we do it. We're bringing in wisdom with this podcast.  We're bringing in experience.
We're bringing in reflections of what we've done and what we haven't done well.  Janet
and loved your transparency on your story that you shared earlier. That's what this
podcast is about. So I think our conversations are great!

Mattie Murrey  0:36

Do remember that old joke, three CommDis professionals walk into a bar? And oh, wait,
you've never heard it before?  We haven't eiither...but what if three CommDis
professionals did walk into a bar, sit down at a table and have thoughtful conversations
about a whole host of topics? What if you could eavesdrop and maybe even pull up your
own chair? And what if that bar was actually a coffee shop? Because at least one of us
would inevitably fall asleep, or want to dance after a couple glasses of wine? This series is
that conversation, the coffee shop where you get to listen in on thoughtful discussions
about a variety of topics from the perspective of a medical SLP, a school based SLP and a
professor in communication sciences and disorders. Grab a drink, pull up a chair, and
let's get started.

Mattie Murrey  1:29

Ready to talk about discharges?

Janet Tilstra  1:32
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I think so.

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  1:36

Frankly, this is the episode I'm most nervous about.

Janet Tilstra  1:39

I know. I'm a little nervous, too.

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  1:42

Right. This is exactly how this whole episode is gonna go. We're gonna start - stop. I'm not
sure. And isn't that the nature of discharge and dismissal from service? Start - stop? I'm
not sure! So it's weird that this is the one I'm most nervous about. But this is the one that
I am most nervous about. And I would love it iif somebody had an idea why.  Maybe we'll
get there in the conversation.

Janet Tilstra  2:09

I was also thinking about the whaat we have tucked in there. Things about yourself, like
"How do you know when it's time to change jobs?"  Or maybe you move and have normal
feelings about change? And so I think there's a piece of it that it's like, "Whoa, it's gets
kind of a personal here." Yeah.

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  2:32

Oh, that's right, because I do recall Mattie saying, Let's talk about letting go."  Just in the
context of a client therapy, client therapist relationship. No wonder I feel so freaked out
about this episode!

Janet Tilstra  2:47

You ought to!

Mattie Murrey  2:51

I cannot be the only one that tears up when she says goodbye to people.

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  2:55
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You're not! You're not! We're gonna feel feelings in this one. Is that what you're telling
me?

Mattie Murrey  3:03

Mm hmm.  That's what makes us who we are.

Janet Tilstra  3:08

I feel like, this is pointing me to maybe why I've chosen the structure of my life and job. I
went for career counseling, before I went back for my PhD, and the person that I don't
remember everything from the counseling, but one of the things that he said was, "You
like to mix things up every five to seven years."  So now, I'm 30 years out from my grad,
my master's program, and I look back, and that has absolutely been my history, whether
it's because of a move or because I did different training or switched institutions. Um,
yeah, so so there's that. And then I think even in higher ed, there's a bit of this, like,
every semester, there's some closure, and some like moving on. And so we're continually,
I don't know, maybe saying goodbye for the semester, or it's a transition to a new
student with that, that client, or maybe you're passing off that client to a colleague. So I
haven't had a lot of like, terminal goodbyes, if you will. I've done more like, hey, "This
was fun. See around."

Mattie Murrey  4:29

It's so different than the medical setting.

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  4:33

I think that's interesting. Janet, because as you were talking, I felt like you were saying, "I
like to shift. I like to pass it off versus saying goodbye."

Janet Tilstra  4:43

I think so. Yeah. Oh,

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  4:45

Interesting. And Mattie, you said that is so different in the medical setting. Talk more
about what you mean by that. What comes to mind?

Mattie Murrey  4:56
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Well, in the medical setting, we say goodbye to patients because they die. And we say
goodbye to them because they decline. We don't get breaks at the end of the semester,
we don't get breaks in the summertime. It's week in week out, and a patient will come in,
we'll do our intake, for example, in the outpatient clinic, and we'll stay with that patient
or that the adult or the kiddo, until they, we sometimes will transfer to another provider
if they're more skilled in our service than us. I've worked with these little kiddos
sometimes in here, I say, I'm not as keen on kids, but I just have had such a heart for
them. Where they work so hard, we work so hard and then we discharged and I'm just
like, oh, you know, "Fly a little bird fly. I wish I could stalk you on social media, because I
want to see where you're gonna go. Because I know you're going to go do great things."
But our goodbyes are,-- we hold on to the maybe longer in the medical setting, because
we don't have those naturally articulated endings. Just different dynamic.

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  6:12

I think what's interesting in the school setting is that you do have those structures and
those seasons. And I mean, goodness, I have a graduation ceremony to round out my
time with kids, right. And yet, sometimes that is really exciting. Sometimes there's this
nervous trepidation. Sometimes I just feel sad, not because like, I'm not excited for the
student. But boy, you can't do this job without really having these connections. And then
you know that no matter what, in four years, they're out of here. And I don't know it is
kind of a different experienc because we do have those very clear, beginning, middle and
ending points with how our time is structured, with students in a school setting.

Mattie Murrey  7:16

Very true. So let's take a step back then, and talk a little bit about how we in our
different settings, decide when to discharge, and cover some of those topics like what do
you do when they haven't progressed towards their goals? Or you have a caregiver who's
not on board? What are your thoughts on that?

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  7:37

I think part of my responsibility is to sometimes name what we know is happening. And I
think plateaus can feel really uncomfortable to talk about. But they happen. And when I
think about part of my professional responsibility, I think about the ASHA code of ethics.
And what I what I kind of kick around is that notion of, "Are you providing therapy past
the point where it's going to make some sort of meaningful differenc?"   And, and that
has to be part of what guides some of those difficult conversations, the professional
ethics around keeping someone on a caseload and keeping somebody in service just
because a guardian wants it. Or you feel uncomfortable with having the conversation
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around changing. And I think those are both reasons sometimes an individual may stay
on caseload past the point that they probably shouldn't. I think sometimes you have
pressure to keep someone in intervention in the school setting past the point where you
probably should, from external sources. So so I can talk about the ASHA code of ethics.
But I also have administrators and directors and teachers and other people that are kind
of weighing into that conversation. So those are difficult conversations to have. But
they're necessary. And I do think that is part of our professional obligation.

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  9:24

So when you talk about the situation of how do you know when to let go, because there's
maybe a lack of progress. Be really solid in your evidence and your data across sessions
and over time. And to the extent that you can say, "In X out of X sessions, here's what
happened."   That's also true if you have somebody who really needs it, and doesn't show
up for a long time across time when you've tried lots of different things. Now I'm not
talking about the kid that's just having a bad day. But if you've come at things for a year
and a half in lots of different ways, handed over control of that scheduling, tried lots of
different things. Maybe a more difficult conversation has to occur around what's working
and what's not working.

Janet Tilstra  10:17

I do some consulting with school districts and some school districts are starting to be
more overt about our dismissal criteria because there has historically been a tendency
for a child to be in the system and continue until they graduate or somebody decides
that they're not going to have services again. And so I think that's challenging, but I think
it's really important. And one of the districts that I worked with, I think it actually was
yours, Katie, there was a team that was deciding what would be appropriate criteria for
dismissal? And is that something we can talk about during an IEP meeting. So on the
front end, your child is qualifying, these are the services here would be some reasons
when services would be finished up. And I really like that transparency, just so that it
doesn't become an individual SLP having to kind of make the case whether the child
should or shouldn't continue.

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  11:28

Yeah, I was a part of that team that really advocated for having some clarity around.
"What are the drivers? What are the conversations? What are the considerations, we
think about with dismissal?" and the idea that we might have those conversations
sooner rather than later, because any therapy, any therapy is intended to be temporary,
right? Where it gets muddy in the schools, is there's also this kind of narrative. I don't
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know where it came from exactly, but there's a narrative that if someone has a
disability, they always have a disability. I am not saying that that is coming from me. I'm
not saying that I agree with that. But they use the language of disability. And there's kind
of this informal representation that once that's there, it will always be. But we're
therapists, and we come out with that notion of, here's this thing, we just talked about
last session about how we feel like we got to work on this, we got to make this better, we
got to get this to where this person doesn't need me anymore. So the notion of having
some clarity around dismissal, I think is helpful for us, particularly in a school setting.
And I'm curious to know if this is true in a medical setting, as well Mattie. But I think in
the school setting, it can sometimes be a little muddy, because we have a lot of appeals
to us for what is nice versus what is necessary. And we are talking about the necessity of
a skilled service, not the awesomeness of being able to keep that skilled service.

Mattie Murrey  13:07

Go ahead, Janet.

Janet Tilstra  13:08

I just wanted to comment on that when you said the person has a disability. And I just
wanted to add to that sort of, not in a an identity-first way, right? Not in like, I'm an
autistic individual, more than like, this person has a disability and stuff that continues to
need to be fixed. Right?

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  13:32

Correct. And I think what's interesting about that, if that is the mindset that's kind of
cultivated in a special education setting, again, whether intended or not, you kind of
create a situation where kids can languish on a caseload, because what we're saying is
no matter what you do, it doesn't go away if it's a disability. And what I'm suggesting is
particularly in the areas in which we work, and the notion of therapy, I think, I think it
can, I think it does, we do have students who are dismissed from special education
services.  That happens too.  So there are sometimes ways things are represented that I
don't know, if they're necessarily really helpful when we consider this notion that
ultimately, our over arching goal is to make ourselves unnecessary to whomever we are
serving. Right?

Mattie Murrey  14:26

Right. If we juxtapose that against the medical setting, the treatment span is much,
much shorter. I can often cover a patient in intensive care. And when I go in the next day
they are gone.  When I worked at the big university hospitals, I'd get different patients
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every day. Sometimes I'd get lucky if I got them two or three days in a row. When their
intensive care is done, they move to the acute floor when the acute floor stay is done,
they might move to transitional care.  When their transitional care is done, they move to
home health than when they are done with home health, they come back as an
outpatient. And very seldom is that the same speech language pathologist involved in all
of those settings.  Unless you're in a very rural medical setting, you're going to have a
different speech pathologists, those different settings. And the driving factor there,
unfortunately, is the medical insurance. And qualifying, certing and recerting and getting
a patient so stays are much, much, much shorter, and you know that they're going to be
shorter. And that you're already that fuse is already lit and time is already ticking.

Janet Tilstra  15:43

I was just thinking about about medical insurance and how much that comes into play.
And what does that mean? What does that feel like to you? Or maybe are there patient
examples where you can kind of, you know, where you either felt like, "Oh, that was
really a good way to let me dismiss.' or "That was a way where I just feel like this wasn't
serving the patient."

Mattie Murrey  16:10

That's a very good question and that has changed over the years.  When I first started, it
was a more patient centered.  We would evaluate a patient and then carry them until
they truly were ready to be discharged. And now the discharge requirements are so
much out of our out of our control. And we have to cert(ify) for eight visits, or 12 visits or
four visits. And then at the end of those visits, we have to go back and recert. Often I will
ask for more than I need. And then if I'm done, great!   I'm done and we discharge early.
Because it's easier to ask at the beginning than to go back and say, "Oh, we need more!"
So I feel -- and I guess maybe this is why I've learned to be so effective -- I've got to get in
there.  I've got that evaluation time. I have 60 minutes to get that evaluation done. I do
the quick bonding that I can in the moment, sit down with my guest of honor, "Why are
you here?" , but then tell me on their own words.  Do the evaluatio.  Get their feedback
on what they would like to work on in therapy, and then wrap up that evaluation. And
then the next session is goals. And so we move along pretty quickly. I wish we had more
time. But because of that I'm effective. And I'm engaging and I'm pulling those patients in
with me. But it's definitely changed over the years. Janet.

Janet Tilstra  17:49

I was just gonna say Mattie, I know some of your materials on the Fresh SLP website,
really reflect that kind of like tight thinking, clear organization, I mean, that really comes
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through as a strength in the way that you present your materials. And I'm sure the way
your clinical practice plays out.

Mattie Murrey  18:14

Thank you, you have to be you have to be effective and efficient.

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  18:19

And I am a fan of that notion of effectiveness, efficiency and urgency. When I was
hearing you speak Mattie, the word that kept coming to my mind was some urgency
around why this and not that? What am I going to focus on? How am I designing this
intervention, because I know I've only got 12 visits that have been approved, I've got to
make the most of those 12 visits. And what I think is interesting is that I have a similar
feeling of urgency, I think because I work in a high school and I perceive that it's the last
four years.  It's the end of the road. And it's not that some of my students don't go on to
post secondary programming in a public education setting. But that is not a given. And I
would not ever want to orient to students in that way. What I think can sometimes
happen and what I would be curious to hear about from some of our colleagues who
work in like an elementary setting, or even in early childhood, does that create a similar
sense of urgency and a need for efficiency? Or because you're thinking this little person's
got 13 years? Is that not as much of a driver or a feeling and and I know we maybe can't
answer that here, but I'd be curious, Janet, you worked with little, little people. Do you
have some thoughts about that?

Janet Tilstra  19:57

Yeah, I mean, I think A few things are kind of going through my head, I think, at an early
stage, maybe say under five, there often can be the developmental expectations are
front and center. So it's I think you're looking at, is it likely? Or how do I help this child
catch up with the developmental expectations? And then it seems like in my experience,
around that time where they're starting more formal school, like kindergarten-ish level,
then it seems like you're starting to be thinking about is this a long term, part of the
support system for this child and this family? And so that kind of changes the equation a
little bit? Also, I think, particularly with language development, there's this transition
when you're moving from primarily oral language spoken and comprehension to print
based language of reading and writing, there's sort of a "Who does what?"  And in what
way is the speech and language person involved as part of the support system and in
what way iis someone else, maybe the reading specialist or someone else.  Another
thought that was kind of running through my head was just the trickiness sometimes, if
you and the caregiver don't see eye to eye on dismissal, and and I feel like the more
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common scenario is the SLP is saying, "It's time for dismissal."  and the caregiver would
like to continue. Yeah. So have you had experiences with that?

Mattie Murrey  21:43

I'm sure you have Katie, I, I was just gonna say like to take just a step backwards for a
second. One of the beautiful things about our profession is we all get to choose where we
want to work in with who we want to work with. And so I enjoy the intensity of an
intensive care unit.  The more challenging "Bring it on, I love it."  Video swallow studies -
oh, my gosh!  Those are puzzles for me!

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  22:12

I know and Janet's like "No!"

Janet Tilstra  22:15

I'm holding up a no sign.

Mattie Murrey  22:17

I like that intensity. And I remember when I was in grad school, I worked for a Scottish
Rite center out in Washington State and it was a much more laid back setting. So these
are some things that as you as a speech pathologist move through their careers, we get
to pick and choose how we feel and how we where we want to work. But Katie, good
question posed by Janet.  What do you do?  Have you had situations where you've been
ready to discharge and a family member hasn't been?

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  22:54

I have, and I do kind of help families start to think about it a little bit differently, and
help them understand the role of a therapy, and how it's different from instruction in a
course.  "I'm a student in a class, and I'm taking a science class.  I'm taking that class
from the beginning, the middle, that through the middle to the end, and there is a set
amount of time."  And so I think what can sometimes happen, especially in the setting
that I work in, is sometimes parents and guardians can start to get a little nervous.  They
can get a little panicky, like, "I don't want this thing that my child has done, and had
experiences with, and that I think has helped my child, to end."  Because what does that
mean?
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Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  23:48

So I think a lot of times that is kind of from this place of uncertainty, and maybe even a
little bit of fear. And so I try to help families understand that if we're talking about
dismissal, that a lot of times it is a really, really good thing. Because what that means is
that your child was showing me they don't need me anymore. And how cool is that?
Because I always say to kids, I can't live in your basement or the backseat of your car
anyway. So I love that you're making this happen. And I think sometimes you have to
kind of help parents see it that way too. Because the first response is, this is something
that is being lost. This is something that is being taken away. And so helping them
understand that the reason this is being changed, is because your kids knocking it out of
the park. Now some of you listening right now are saying,  "But wait a second, Katie, you
just said their kids that plateau and their kids that get stuck." And that's true too.

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  24:49

And in the situation, particularly when I'm working in a high school, I will say you know,
this, your child is communicating with us. And when when I send a pass, and I go to find
him or her, there, they're communicating their needs as best they can in this situation
too. And at some point we have to talk about, if we're going to honor that as well.
Because your child's making it really, really clear to me that this is not something that
they want to do right now. And as an adult, they're closer to being an adult than they are
kid, as an adult, they get to choose if they participate in lots of different things. But when
it's a therapy, some buy-in is required. And right now, that buy-in isn't there.  And then
I'll tell families, I'm not saying it won't show up again, you know, if a year from now, this
becomes something that is important to (fill in the students name here), let's circle back
and talk about it again. But right now, communication is still happening. And let's look at
what's being communicated. So that's the hard tal.   But also really important to what we
do.

Mattie Murrey  26:14

Absolutely. And that's, that is very important. So, you know, that's answers the question
of how do you say goodbye. When a person has met their goals, you wish them well,
goodbye, good luck and keep in touch.   Those harder ones are when they don't, like in
my world, it would be a Parkinson's patient, who we know is going to get quieter and
quieter or ALS, or a stroke where you've taken them as, like primary progressive aphasia,
I'm thinking about the primary the progressive ones, but the ones where you haven't
achieved your goals, those are the harder ones to say goodbye to.
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Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  26:53

So Mattie, what might you say? In some of those situations, like when you're having that
conversation with a patient and families? What does that sound like?

Mattie Murrey  27:05

I would honor what they've given me and the work that we have done together. And I
would thank them for working so hard with me. And I would acknowledge the
accomplishments that they have made. I would remind them of what we have targeted
in therapy, and 'm a big-bridger, meaning how to bridge what we've learned and take it
home. And then I would, I would let go. You have to let go. You have to let go.

Janet Tilstra  27:40

I want to just lift out a couple themes of that you were saying? I mean, I think, Katie, you
said something about often, there's a strong feeling of loss from the family, like "I'm
losing something that's been a very positive support." And then Mattie, you said
something really about "bridging". And I think that's a really good package. Right? So
there's the the lost bit and then explaining, like you said the good thing or the
achievements. And like Mattie was saying, kind of like, well, what does this look like
now? Where is that support coming from? How do you continue to foster communication,
successful swallowing, confidence? Whatever it is, that's the sort of functional target.

Janet Tilstra  28:33

I was thinking about one of my favorite ages of clients are young adults, who are often
their young adults who are in college. And so maybe they have had some experiences
previously and just thought what I'm done didn't stop my speech in middle school
because it wasn't helping. But now they're young adult, they're really taking some more
ownership of their lives. And they're ready to come on back. So I think just that
acknowledgement that the door isn't permanently shut, you know, you can still crack it
open or it's unlocked.  Come back!

Mattie Murrey  29:13

I know ladies we were going to talk about also transitioning in saying goodbye and
moving in our careers but I would love to save that part of this discussion for a whole
nother episode.
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Janet Tilstra  29:25

Okay,

Mattie Murrey  29:26

And unpack because the three of us have had amazing careers in our own settings. Any
final thoughts then on discharging, letting go of the people we work with?

Janet Tilstra  29:43

I guess I just want to normalize some of the mixed feelings that you may have. I mean, I
think there may be some second guessing yourself or you know, both excitement but
also a little bit of that sense of loss or grief within yourself as a therapist and I think,
Katie, I love the way you frame things where you're like, just notice that right? Just
notice that you don't have to change it or push it away, just observe that that's part of
what you're feeling. And that's okay, that's absolutely normal.

Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  30:19

And I would say observe it, and and try to be gentle with yourself about it, I think a
caution would be in noticing that kind of mixed experience of feelings around dismissal.
Whether it was the most successful therapeutic intervention situation you've
experienced, or maybe things didn't go the way you'd hoped. Or maybe you ran out of
sessions, or maybe that student moved, or maybe that patient is at a place in terms of
their primary progressive disease process, where that letting go is painful, because there
is there is going to be a terminal experience associated with that individual's life. And
you know that, but I think, acknowledging that mixed bag of emotions without judging it.
I would caution you to see it, observe it, let those let those feelings sit with you at the
table but try really hard to stay away from well, "If maybe you had or you should have or
I wonder if you have..." you know, when you start to feel your mind, head into those
places, take a breath, say, you know, I'm just gonna see this for what it is. And what it is,
is part of what we do. And it's okay that I have lots of feelings happening.  There's room
for it all.

Janet Tilstra  32:01

I love that! That self compassion. I've heard two things that I that are sticking in my
head.   I'm trying to rally in, when I see my inner critic, kind of like amplifying the voice.
One is,"What would I say to someone else in that situation?" because usually, I can
extend a lot more grace to someone else. And then the second one that I've heard is
picture someone who cares deeply about me saying those words or extending that
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compassion.  If I can't quite get myself to extend it. Sometimes those those methods I
can get there.

Mattie Murrey  32:44

I love our wisdom. I love what we're bringing. I love what we're sharing. I love what we're
giving.

Janet Tilstra  32:51

It's a journey, still learning.

Mattie Murrey  32:53

Well, a very wise SLP that I know, reminded me about the importance of milestones. And
I had forgotten to mark the journey, my journey with milestones in life, and must have
been at the point in my life where I was so busy and COVID hits and graduation was
coming and and she said, "Nope, we're gonna stop.  We're gonna pause and we're gonna
celebrate this milestone that we're at."  And that is a lesson that I will carry with me for a
long time and that's remembering that we are indeed on a journey, and it's not a race to
the end. And with our patients, it's not a race.  With our careers, it's not a race. With our
relationships we have, it's not a race, but it's enjoying those little moments when we do
have that kiddo who thinks we're better than Santa Claus, or when we do have those
moments of success, and that's the milestones that we need to celebrate. That prevents
us, it protects us from some of the burnout and the exhaustion that we sometimes are
pressed into, because of who we are.

Mattie Murrey  34:09

So our next episode is episode five. So exciting "The Time Machine"  If you could go back
in time, what advanced insights or support would you offer to that newly minted SLP?
We have something exciting happening at ASHA.  I've ordered a little bags of branded
popcorn and each little bag is going to have a CR code on it that's going to take you
directly to the SLP advice hotline. And people are going to call and hopefully give us
advice for our fifth episode. So you remember, I'm old enough, I know you guys are my
age too. So you guys remember Dear Abby?  This is going to be the SLP advice column. So
Episode Five is our next one and we're just going to take lots of questions from you guys
on tips and tricks of being a success successful speech language pathologist.
Goosebumps again ladies, my fishbowl friends!
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Katie Widestrom-Landgraf  35:11

Yes, thank you so much for the conversation.

Janet Tilstra  35:13

Thank you This was really wonderful

Mattie Murrey  35:24

I hope today's conversation has created some "aha" moments for you and motivated you
to become a better SLP continuing to connect some of those Missing Links between what
you know and how to use that knowledge. Thank you for downloading the Missing Link
for SLPs podcast and if you enjoyed the show, I'd love you to subscribe, rate it and leave a
short review. Also, please share this episode with a friend. Together we can raise
awareness and help more SLPs find and connect those missing links and get the
information needed to help them feel confident in their patient care every step of the
way. Follow me on Instagram and join the fresh SLP community on Facebook. Show
Notes are always available. So come learn more at fresh slp.com Let's make those
connections you got this
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